Double Ace Wallet
Instant Crypto-backed Loan Platform

COMPANY BACKGROUND
DOUBLEACE——Fintech Company Powered by Blockchain, AI, Big Data

DOUBLE ACE TECHNOLOGY

Double Ace
ABOUT
Double Ace is an Fintech company that powered by blockchain, AI,
and Big Data technology to provide Instant online-finance business,
which covers consumer finance, personal credit, small and micro
loan, crypto loan etc.

CORE VALUES

FOR STAKEHOLDERS

Double Ace strives to provide
these core values for users

Double Ace strives to provide these
core values for Stakeholders

• Financially responsible
•Prudence
•Purpose-driven with long
term economic values
•Moral Integrity
•Trust
•Socially Responsible

•Competitive financial service
provider
•Strong and compelling brand that
is trust-worthy
•Products and Services that people
need and want with long term
economic values

Double Ace is a Fintech
platform that is powered by
Blockchain, AI, and Big Data
technology.
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Double Ace Markets
Since 2015, The team marched into Southeast
Asian financial market, relying on its extensive
business experience and proven technological
achievements.
We built personal credit solution products, and
Internet insurance products based on block

chains and big data smart technology to solve
the problems of high threshold and low
coverage of financial services in Southeast
Asia, so that everyone can easily enjoy the
convenience brought by development of
science and technology and get free and equal
access to financial services. Eventually, we can
help users in Southeast Asia achieve the vision
of a better life.

Product
- Cash at any times
Safe and convenient online loan
application. Low interest rate, fast
drawdown. No need for asset
pledge or documents. The whole

process is on-line.
It only takes 20 mins to have money
transferred directly to your personal
bank account.

Advantages

• Online application, easy to operate
• Low Interest rates
• Fast and automate process instant
drawdown
• No need to pledge personal assets
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Procedure & Products
OPERATION
PROCEDURE

PRODUCT TYPE
1. Cash Loan
• Loan Amount: CN¥ 500 - 800 (equivalent)
• Loan Period: 7/ 10/ 15/ 21 days

1. Registration

• Loan Rate: 0.03% - 0.05% (per day)
2. Authentication

• Repayment Method: Bullet

2. Long Term Loan
• Loan Amount: USD 5,000 – 10,000 (equivalent)
3. Basic Information

• Loan Period: 3/ 6/ 12/ 24 month
• Charge Off: 0.8-1%

5. Get Funds

4. Authorisation
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Key Features of the Platform

Secure Loans
(Low NPL Rate)
Secure & Seamless
Recollection, Secure Customer
Base, Optimized Pre-Approval
Credit Screening and
repayment reception prior to
conventional banks and
lenders

Low Operation Cost

Market Access

Data Optimisation

Automated Recollection
System.

Our understanding of the
domestic lending industry and
extensive database of
borrowers allows us to
penetrate the market & scale.

Having sufficient data of
borrowers allows us to
optimize user experience and
loan disbursements, expanding
our loan offerings to new
products such as housing and
motor vehicles loans.

Powered by
Blockchain
Technology
Using Blockchain to record all
data. And create trust and
reliability.
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E-KYC & Credit Assessment

eKYC

Credit Assessment

• How do you look like?
• Are you real?
• What do you know?
• What do you have?

• DSR
• Unsecured exposure
• 32-primary and secondary data points
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Risk Management
Face Recognition &
Machine Fingerprint
Verification

External
Credit Data

E-commerce, Social &
Behavioural Data

Data Analysis
Repayment Ability
Repayment Willingness

Machine Learning
Growth
System

Enabling
Decision
Engine

Loan Information
Public Opinion Analysis

Logistic Regression
Random Forests
Gradient Decision Tree

Review & Approval in Seconds

Negative Information

Neural Network
Monte Carlo

Pass / Fail
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One-Stop Internet Credit Business Implementation

Multi-Channel
Intelligent Marketing

Intelligent Risk
Management System

Proven Operating
Experience

Flow Input

Risk Management Data

Customer Acquisition Operation

Intelligent Marketing

Intelligent Risk Management

Product Operation

Flow Docking

Modelling

Risk Management Operation

Underlying Core
Technology

Internet Credit
System

Database

Intelligent Security
Engine

Development
Platform
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Intelligent Marketing Solution
User Profiling
Intelligent Learning
External
Volume

Intelligent
Marketing Platform
Volume Layering, Labelling
and Risk Identification

Intelligent Product
Matching Precise
Recommendation

Intelligent
Learning
Intelligent Risk
Identification
Security Screening
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Cash Loan Performance Record
0.8
Million

Total Turnover

Customer Served

15
Million
Loan Amount

Accumulated Turnover
(USD 7.5 Million)

Accumulated
Overdue Amount

0

Accumulated No. of
Overdue Transactions
Accumulated no.
of Transactions
4,459,942

0

2%

Accumulated Interest earned for
lenders

Bad Debt Rate

USD1.7million
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Long-Term Loan Performance Record
Market Validation – Personal, Unsecured vs. Payroll backed
Payroll-backed
Approved Applications
26 Cases

Total Draw-down Applications
14 Cases - RM897,000

Male

8.4%
Average Applicant’s Income: RM81,433 p.a.
(RM6,786 per month)
Total Applications:
299 cases

Average Applicant’s Debt Service Rate: 80.3%
Median Loan Amount: RM38,000
Average Loan Tenure: 24 months

Female

Period: April 2018 – ongoing
Declined Applications
250 Cases

Charge Off: RM7,800 (0.87%)

Total Loans Disbursed: RM17,205,800
Average loan size: RM14,000
Average interest rate: 10.99%
No. of Borrowers: 1265

DOUBLE ACE WALLET
Instant Crypto-Backed Loan Platform

DAW
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Crypto-Currency Market Boom
One of the biggest applications of blockchain technology is

Bitcoin and other crypto-currencies. The fact that the overall
market capitalization of crypto-currencies has grown from $15
billion in January 2017 to over $527 billion7 in January 2018
makes a strong case for the intrinsic value of this asset class.
Although interest in crypto-currencies continues to rise, their
proliferation into the real economy is yet to come. According to
CoinMarketCap.com, the current market value of all digital
cryptocurrencies is about USD647.9 billion and Bitcoin has a
market value of about USD431.09 billion. The projected total value
of those assets is expected to grow to over $5 trillion by 20258.

DOUBLEACE TOKEN

Double Ace Wallet —— Crypto-Backed Loan Platform
With Fintech background , blockchain technology and crypto market experience,
Double Ace launched Double Ace Wallet, the world‘s leading instant cypto-backed
loan platform to address following problems in the markets.
1. Idle Value of Digital Assets
2. Slow Liquidation Process
3. Loss of Ownership
4. Cumbersome Credit Checks
5. Lack of Trust and Transparency

DOUBLEACE TOKEN

Opportunity foreseen in the crypto-loan industry
Idle Value of Digital Assets
Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other emerging cryptocurrencies are rapidly becoming the most widely owned digital asset class around the globe. The projected
total value of those assets is expected to grow to over $5 trillion by 2025.Throughout the past few years, investors, miners and entrepreneurs have been
attracted by the spectacular rise in the value of cryptocurrencies, which have created significant wealth for these market participants. Although blockchain
technologies have yet to find mainstream adoption, as this inevitably happens, it will lead to an even higher market capitalization of the cryptocurrencies.

However, major regulatory and infrastructure limitations remain. These entities deter cryptocurrency owners from actually using them in their day-to-day
lives and taking advantage of any immediate investment opportunities that require liquid cash or meet any short-term obligations (IMF, 2017).Thus, it is
not surprising that an analysis performed on cryptocurrency wallets shows that the majority of the transactions are inward with only a fraction of the
wallets having outgoing transactions at all.

Unlock the Value of Digital Assets
Instead of simply holding idle digital assets, investors, miners and entrepreneurs have the
opportunity to set up an instant crypto loan with Double Ace, combining the best of both worlds -

SOLUTION

- hodl-ing their crypto assets and having access to instant cash. By transferring crypto assets to
their Double Ace accounts, Double Ace’s clients are able to instantly access cash that is
denominated in fiat currencies such as USD, EUR, and JPY. The Crypto-backed Loan is secured
by the market value of the digital asset placed in the account.
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Opportunity foreseen in the crypto-loan industry
Slow Liquidation Process
Liquidating a digital asset can be burdensome in many ways. Different crypto exchanges trade different digital assets and have different
requirements, procedures, and withdrawal limitations, which can slow down the liquidation process and be costly. Moreover, the clearing bank,
which turns the digital asset into a fiat currency, has its own procedures and fees that it transfers to the customer, adding costs and slowing down
the whole process even further. The overall time it might take to complete the transaction could be from several days to a month, which is
inconvenient in situations where the seller has an urgent need for cash.

Quick Access to Cash
Double Ace’s clients are able to receive cash instantly anywhere around the globe,

SOLUTION

seize investment opportunities, and meet liquidity needs immediately. While

withdrawing large amounts of cash is more conveniently done via bank transfers,
Double Ace’s retail clients have the option to use the free Double Ace card for their
day-to-day expenses.
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Opportunity foreseen in the crypto-loan industry
Loss of Ownership
In order to benefit from the intrinsic value of their digital asset, the owners only have the limited option of selling them for fiat currencies.
This means losing ownership of the asset and forgoing any future price appreciation potential it might have. For example, a company that
has conducted an ICO would miss out on the entire price appreciation of a cryptocurrency that it collected from the crowdfunding but sold
subsequently to meet capital, R&D, and operating expenditures.

Retain Ownership
Clients retain 100% ownership of their digital assets. By making use of Double Ace’s

SOLUTION

instant crypto loan rather than selling, they keep the entire capital gains and
accompanying benefits from their digital assets. Double Ace’s clients can enjoy their
crypto wealth immediately, without having to sell their digital assets.
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Opportunity foreseen in the crypto-loan industry
In year 2015 – Total of R<65.2 billion of personal loan applied but
less than 28% was approved.

Cumbersome Credit Checks
The worldwide value of the consumer lending market is estimated to reach $48.3 trillion by 2019,10
and it is one of the main economic drivers worldwide, as it provides the general public with

Alternative Lenders vs Banks

additional access to finance. Consumer lending is directly linked to the consumer spending, which
is the backbone of every advanced economy. Most credit institutions perform what are referred to
as “hard” credit checks each time a person applies for a loan. The goal of those credit checks is to

Alternative
Lenders*
RM43 Billion

Banks
RM19.4
Billion

minimize and mitigate the risks of defaults and to set an appropriate interest rate in accordance
with the risk profile associated with the borrower. However, the hard credit check procedure is
known to leave a mark on the credit score of the applicant. Recent research performed in 2017 by

Approved New Personal
Financial Facilities (2012)

Personal
Financial
Portfolio
Credit
Growth
(Personal
Financial
Category)

Alternative
Lenders

Banks

80%

5%

+29% p.a.

- 9.1%
p.a.

TSB Bank concluded that the damage left from “hard” credit checks is substantial and leads to a

significant devaluation of the applicant’s credit score. Hard checks lead to increased interest rates,
depending on the number of applications for unsecured lending instruments. In conclusion,
accessing unsecured financing requires lengthy credit checks and often results in lower personal

*The Alternative Lenders are non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs),
including major credit co-operators.
Source:
http://www.theborneopost.com/2014/04/05/comparehero-themoney-lending-business/

credit scores and higher interest rates on the customer’s loans.

No Credit Checks

SOLUTION

Double Ace does not perform any credit checks that could damage the credit rating of its

clients, as the crypto loan is completely secured by the value of the digital assets stored in
the Double Ace Account.
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Opportunity foreseen in the crypto-loan industry
Lack of Trust and Transparency
Up to now, transactions aiming to procure loans and financing secured by crypto assets were primarily settled through P2P platforms and bilateral
agreements. These options usually lack adequate security standards and transparency, which is something one would not expect from services
associated with blockchain technology. A simple search through forums such as Bitcointalk, regarding P2P lending, reveals a world filled with fraud,
interest rates closer to usury than market conditions, etc. The legal status of such arrangements are of a dubious nature and could possibly never be
enforced by courts of justice.

Transparent Blockchain Contracts

SOLUTION

Ownership of digital assets is secured and guaranteed by transparent loan contracts,
which will ultimately be stored on the Blockchain where it is technologically possible.
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Double Ace Wallet - Crypto-Backed Loan Platform
Double Ace delivers the World’s leading Instant Crypto-backed Loans wallet

Clients

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

A prospective client transfers crypto assets to their DOUBLE ACE Account. Once the relevant
blockchain confirmations for the respective crypto asset are received, the DOUBLE ACE blockchain
oracle automatically calculates the Loan limits and instantly sets up the loan.

Client transfers Crypto
Assets to the
DOUBLEACE Account

The Client Receives
Instant Loan in USD or
EURO

The Client Repays Loan

Withdraw Crypto from
DOUBLE ACE Account

Double Ace

Step 1

The Loan limit is instantly available by bank transfer or the free DOUBLE ACE Card. Depending on their
needs and circumstances, the clients can choose the most convenient way to use their cash, as well as
the currencies in which they would like to receive the funds. The loan limit is based on the market value
of the crypto assets in the DOUBLE ACE Account. Should the cryptocurrency appreciate in value, the
DOUBLE ACE blockchain oracle increases the loan limit.

Clients can repay their flexible loans in multiple ways – via bank transfer, fiat or cryptocurrency.
Special discounts on the interest rates are granted to those choosing to make payments with
DOUBLE ACE tokens. A third option is to pay by partial sale of the crypto assets (BTC, ETH, etc.) in
their DOUBLE ACE Account. In addition to the flexible repayment options, DOUBLE ACE does not
require any monthly minimum repayments as long as the outstanding balance is within the available
loan limit. Once a repayment is received, DOUBLE ACE blockchain oracle records the transaction on
the blockchain and instantly updates the loan limits.

If the crypto assets in the account meet the required limits of the outstanding loan balance, clients
can withdraw part or all exceeding amount at any given time. Once the loan is fully repaid, clients
can withdraw all of the crypto assets in the аccount. will be the token circulating in DOUBLE ACE
ecosystem relating to other financial services.
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Double Ace Wallet – DOUBLE ACE vs. Other Lending Platforms
Double Ace

SALT

ETH Lend

Instant Crypto-backed Loans

Application Process

Instant and Automatic

Slow and Manual
Matching between lenders and borrowers

Matching Lenders to Borrowers
takes up to 2 weeks

Product

Flexible Loan

Installment Loan

Peer-to-peer Loan

Collateral Release

The value of crypto assets exceeding the loan
limits are always available for withdrawal

Crypto assets remain locked until SALT received a
written request from the Borrowers, limited to one
every 24h. Assets are released on the day after.

Crypto assets remain locked until
full loan repayment

Repayment Options

USD, EUR, BTC, ETH, Double Ace

USD

ETH

No

Membership Fee, Late Penalty Fee

Loan Funding Fee, Gas Fee,
Oraclize Fee, Late Penalty Fee

Dividend-paying / Asset-backed Security/
Token with Utility Features

Membership Token

Utility Token

Token Benefits

Dividends, Discounts, Asset-backed

Membership

Discounts

Coverage

Worldwide

US Only

Worldwide

Big 4 Auditor
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Double Ace Wallet - DOUBLE ACE vs. Alternative Financing Options
Double Ace
Instant Crypto-backed Loans

Sell Asset & Buy

Margin Lending /

Back Later

Futures Contract

Speed of Funding

Instant

Slow

Depend on Asset

Asset’s Ownership

Yes

No

No

Benefit from Asset
Value Appreciation

Yes

No

Yes

Exchange fee

No

Yes

Yes

Tax Liabilities

No

Yes

Yes

Volatility Risk

Low

N/A

Very High

Free Payment Card

Yes

No

No

Cryptocurrencies

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tokenised Assets

Yes

Yes

No

Utility Tokens

Yes

Yes

No

Gaming Tokens

Yes

Yes

No

Accepted Asset Types

DOUBLE ACE TOKEN
Crypto Reward System

DAA

DOUBLEACE TOKEN

Double Ace Token
Double Ace Platform adopt the same model like Binance using DOUBLE ACE TOKEN (DAA) as a crypto reward in the system.
DAA is a token that allows commoners to be part of a consumer finance industry without having to commit to heavy financial outlay, nor
the need to apply for a Money Lender‘s license.
Every quarter, DOUBLE ACE will use 30% profit of as a dividend to DAA holder via airdrop. And also, DAA can be use as Loan Service Fee. In
future, DAA will be the token circulating in DOUBLE ACE ecosystem relating to other financial services.

Loan Service Fee Charge
All the Loan Service fees will have
significant discount if using DAA to pay

Company Dividend
Every quarter, DOUBLE ACE will use 30%
profit of as a dividend to DAA holder via
airdrop
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DAA Loyalty Program
DAA is also used in a four-tier Loyalty program, comprising Base, Silver, Gold, and
Platinum levels, which extends benefits depending on the amount of Double Ace
Tokens you hold across your Double Ace Savings and Credit wallets, as combined in
the Portfolio Balance*.
The requirements for each tier are as follows:
Base: No Double Ace Tokens are needed
Silver: At least 1% of the Portfolio Balance in your account must comprise DAA
Gold: At least 5% of the Portfolio Balance in your account must comprise DAA
Platinum: At least 10% of the Portfolio Balance in your account must comprise DAA
The Portfolio Balance is the combined value in USD of all the assets (crypto, stable
coins and fiat) in both your Credit Line AND Savings wallets.
The Loyalty program bases rewards tiers on the ratio of DAA vs. the value of all the
assets in your Portfolio Balance, which must be at least 1%, 5% or 10% respectively for
each tier.

Base
Up to 1%
DAA Token in
Portfolio

Instant Crypto Credit
Borrow interest rate

Silver
Up to 1% - 5%
DAA Token in
Portfolio

Gold
Up to 5% - 10%
DAA Token in
Portfolio

Platinum
Up to 10%
DAA Token in
Portfolio

11.9%

10.9%

8.9%

5.9%

Earn on Crypto
Saving interest rate

5% + 2%

5.25% + 2%

5.5% + 2%

6% + 2%

Earn on BTC & ETH
Saving interest rate

6% + 2%

6.25% + 2%

6.5% + 2%

7% + 2%

Earn on Stablecoins
Saving interest rate

10% + 2%

10.25% + 2%

11% + 2%

12% + 2%

Earn on Fiat
Saving interest rate

10% + 2%

10.25% + 2%

11% + 2%

12% + 2%

Dividends
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DAA Distribution
Private Sale

Ecosystem Development,
(locked for 5 years, each year release 5%)

25%

10%
20%

Token Airdrop, marketing and rewards

15%
20%

Project team and advisors,
(locked for 3 years, each year release 5%)

Foundation reserve
(locked for 4 years, each year release 5%)
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Usage of Fund
6%
Marketing & Promotions

20%
Development
27%

10%
Market Value
Management

Operations

3%

9%
Exchange Listing

Media & Branding
23%

Foundation Reserve

2%
Legal
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Token Sale
ICO Schedule

Total Amount: 87 billion DAA
Date

Task

2020/12/10

Announce Double Ace ICO Plan, and release whitepaper to angel investors

2020/12/12

Private Sale

Soft Cap: $ 3,000,000

2020/12/20

Pre Sale

Hard Cap: $ 10,000,000

2020/12/29

ICO finishes, or whenever the tokens are sold out

Price of 1 Token:

2021/12/30

Listing of DAA on Whitebit Exchange

Token for Sales: 17.4 billion DAA
Token: DAA
Type: ERC20

(Discount will be decreased according to funds raised)
0.00085 USDT - 0.001 USDT
Minimum: 100 USDT
KYC: Not Required
Accepted Cryptocurrencies: BTC / ETH / USDT

Investors will receive DAA tokens 5 workings days after the ICO finishes.
Detailed schedule as follows:
ICO Phase

Stage 1

Stage 2

CST/GMT+8

15:00 Dec 12st –
15:00 Dec 20th

15:00 Dec 20th –
15:00 Dec 29rd

1 DAA

0.00085 USDT

0.00095 USDT

Amount

6.96 billion

10.44 billion
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Double Ace Foundation

DOUBLE ACE foundation is an organization to run DOUBLE
ACE Wallet and DAA. The goal of foundation is to support and
coordinate operation of DOUBLE ACE Technology and platform,
managing the token, assets, etc. The goal of the Foundation is to
facilitate Double Ace Platform to be a decentralized system, and to be a
globally trustworthy Platform.
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Exchanges that DAA will be listing

DAA
WILL BE LISTED ON

6 Major

HOO
Crypto Exchange

Exchange Platforms
AT THE SAME TIME

TEAM & ROADMAP
Our Team . Project Roadmap . Development Roadmap
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Our Team
Alan Hung
CEO
Alan, former COO of UDAX crypto exchange , support listings and in charge of overseeing efficient running of trading platform. He has over 5
years of experience in leading operations and settlement in hedge fund and family office. For several years, Alan has been a trusted advisor,
focused on working with entrepreneurs and helping them build and grow their business. Representative to different countries such as South
Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, China, Hong Kong, Poland to advise on different projects. Combining his expertise in investment banking and
blockchain, Alan has very good connections within both traditional and crypto space, having advised start-up, ecommerce and crypto clients in
both stock market and crypto market listing.

Nicholas Ng
Managing Partner
Mr Nicholas Ng has over 25 years of experience in the banking finance industry. As a veteran in the financial industry, he has
concluded a wide range of financial transactions, including IPOs, privatisations, and mergers and acquisitions, on behalf of

corporations throughout Asia-Pacific, supported by a network of global strategic and institutional investors. His professional career
path spans across reputable bank and corperations, including as Managing Directors of Citicorp Investment Bank, Citibank
Singapore, Regional Asia Head Investment Banking for Rabobank International and CEO of Deutsche Morgan Grenfell Securities
Singapore. He also sat on board of Directors of many companies in Singapore, Malaysia, Canada and Australia.
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Our Team
Kim Chua
CMO
Kim had an illustrious career in the investment banking space. Having special expertise in corporate finance and institutional trading and sales
trading. Kim brings with her, invaluable experiences from working in top banks and consultancy firms across Singapore, Hong Kong and Malaysia.
Kim has led various institutional sales trading teams in major investment banks like Deutsche Bank, AmBank, China Merchants Bank and DBS
Vickers Securities. As an excellent Head of Sales Trading, Kim has a track record of successfully setting up trading desks from ground zero and
quadrupling trading revenues for 2 banks within 3 months ir Singapore and Hong Kong. Kim has a natural ability to understand the needs of
clients and thus has been able to craft strategies to gain businesses for the firms she has worked in. In consulting, during her tenure with Korda
Mentha, Kim has led distressed companies listed on SGX into restructuring and returning over 5 times profit on top of the usual consulting fee for
her consulting firm, and has brought in several clients in 1 year. Kim left the traditional finance space to set up her own private trading fund in
2012. With her expertise in trading various financial products as well as her deep understanding of market psychology, she managed to generate
excellent double digit returns yearly for 7 years. In 2016, after learning about DLT, blockchain, and the benefits it can bring to the world with a new
type of infrastructure and ecosystem, Kim started self-studying about blockchain and became an early fan and adopter of DLT Technology.
Needless to say, she started investing and trading cryptocurrency and turned her S$80,000 capital into S$3,000,000. Kim has also created a study
guide to teach newbies about cryptocurrency and taught it for free. Today, Kim also works part time as the Chief Analyst at a renowned brokerage
specialising in Index, Forex and Cryptocurrency Trading. Her latest buy on XRP at $0.25 vielded 200% returns for clients in less than 2 weeks. With
extra time to spare, Kim is still on the lookout for projects with good potential while also doing advisory and consulting. Combining her expertise
from investment banking and blockchain, Kim is a subject expert at both traditional and new world finance and will be a great asset to any team
out there.
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Our Team
Gleb Udovychenko
Advisor
Crypto trader with five years of experience. Bringing Crypto to fiat Fintech. Product manager in crypto. He is also an expert Python coder.During
there years Gleb was a licensed representative, successively regulated in Japan, Hong Kong and Singapore to deal in securities and derivatives
and managed multi-million dollar trading books.

Artem Rozov
Advisor
Artem Rozov is a Business Development Executive who has been a key part in various businesses in Europe and the CIS, and managed
partnerships in SE Asia. He is a sales-led strategic thinker who builds highly motivated teams to deliver and scale products as businesses.
Specialties: Business Development, Strategy, Product Management, People Management, Marketing & Sales, Account Management, HR &
Recruitment, Business Analysis, and Consulting.
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Our Team
Artem Gordadze
Advisor
Artem Gordadze is a C-Suite executive who has built and run businesses in Europe and the CIS, and managed partnerships in SE Asia, Mainland
China, and Japan. As a experienced Business Development & Marketing Executive Artem been involved within the Crypto space since 2016. By
being a part of various blockchain startups and Crypto exchanges he gathered valuable knowledge about how things working from both sides.
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DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP
1. Credit Long Term
Loan Business in
Malaysia

2019: 4th Quarter Before

Market Research

3. Business Tokenization
& Combine Crypto

2. Cash Loan
Business launch &
expand in SEA

2020: 1st Quarter

Legal & Corporate structure

Whitepaper & website

4. Develop Instant
Crypto-backed Loan
Platform

2020: 4rd Quarter

Token Private Sales

5. Launch the platform
and Additional Assets
support

6. License Approved

2021: 1st Quarter

Listing On Global
top exchanges

Quarterly dividend

Thank you

